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The most versatile payment solution

Congratulations on your selection of the PayCon. We are certain you will be pleased
with your purchase of one of the finest payment solutions of the market.
We want to help you to get the best result from your PayCon and show you how to
operate it. This manual contains information on how to do that; please read it
carefully. Due to continuous product improvements this manual is subject to changes
without notice.
Your Inepro business partner is dedicated to your satisfaction and will be pleased to
answer your questions and your concerns.
Best wishes,
Inepro BV.
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Directives

ATTENTION!!
Read this manual carefully before installing the P ay C on II - C opy A pplication!
M ains connection
Before connecting the appliance to the mains, check that the mains supply v oltage corresponds
to the v oltage printed on the ty pe plate of the adapter. If the mains v oltage is different, consult
y our supplier.

Guar entee
N o guarantee can be giv en if safety regulations are not follow ed.
Secur ity
A lw ay s disconnect the pow er supply before handling any thing inside the dev ice.

T his document:
Due to continuous product improv ements this manual is subject to change w ithout notice. This
document describes the technical and functional operation of the P ay C on II - C opy A pplication.
G reatest care has been taken drafting the information in this manual and it may be said that it is
reliable. H ow ev er, the producer is not liable for any shortcomings in the text or incompleteness of
the information. Thank y ou for y our decision to use the P ay C on II - C opy A pplication.

Indoor User O nly
This dev ice may only be used indoors.

C E C onfor mité Eur opeène ( C onfor m Eur opean Nor m)
This dev ice is in conformity w ith the E M C directiv e and low -v oltage directiv e.

WEEE Dir ective ( Waste of Electr ical and Electr onic Equipment)
Inepro considers it important to properly take the climate into account. We therefore produce as
many climate-friendly products. Your new dev ice contains materials w hich can be recy cled and
then reused. A t the end of life, specialized companies can dismantle the dev ice, to materials w hich
can be reused in order to recy cle and reuse. F or example, the materials that must be discarded w ill
be limited to a minimum. P lease take into account the rules and regulations in y our area regarding
the rules about disposal of packaging materials, exhausted batteries and old equipment.
Thank y ou, Inepro BV
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Introduction
When we use the word 'PayCon' it can be replaced by
'PayMatic', unless both systems are specified. This is done to
increase the readability of this document.
The PayCon is a versatile payment and administration device that
can be used the register and conduct sales (like copies, prints,
candy, soda drinks and more), open door locks, revalue the amount
of money on your user account on the PayCon itself, a server or
revalue money on the user's card.
This manual will guide you trough the menu structure of the PayCon
and inform you of all the possibilities and options
We have tried to cover every aspect of the PayCon and PayMatic in
this manual.
This first part of this manual will guide you through the installation
and setup of the PayCon.
We will then introduce you to all the menu's and examine all the
options.
The PayCon software tools will be introduced next.
In the How To Chapter we will describe how to complete certain
procedures or tasks.
If you encounter some trouble, we will try to provide a solution in the
troubleshoot section.
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And the appendixes will contain the complete menu structure and
other complex information.

Optional Components
The PayCon can have extra components that are added when you
use a specific type of hardware or if an ECOS module is added.
An ECOS module will be added if you need some specific
functionality that is not provided with the standard PayCon.
These components are optional, to mark this the optional component
icon
will be added to the menu name.

Contact
If you in spite of this manual still have a question or problem you
want to address about the PayCon or PayMatic, don't hesitate to
contact your dealer. When you call the helpdesk make sure you
have the version number of the software suite, the version number of
the PayCon firmware and the version of the manuals at hand. The
version number of this manual is 2.0.11.
We hope you will enjoy our product!

Security Basics
The PayCon has a simple, yet effective way to manage multiple
locations and installations. The security and site information is
based upon 2 main parameters:
· Service Group
· Project ID
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Service Group
Inepro programs each PayCon with a specific service group ID. This
service group ID can not be changed.

Project ID
The project ID can be referred to as a site or customer ID. All
PayCons with the same project ID are compatible with each other.
All PayCons are by default shipped with a project ID which equals
the serial number of the (main) PayCon.
If you have a new site with multiple PayCons you can configure your
PayCons that all cards (Service and User Cards) can be used on all
PayCon systems. During installation you need to make sure that all
PayCons are programmed with the same project ID. This is only
possible with a Service card.
If you want to make multiple Projects compatible with each other but
if you do not have a Service card, this must be done with the menu
option “Make compatible” in the “Terminal” menu. If you do this all
cards can be used in both systems.
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Card Types
There are 2 main categories of card types which can be used in the
PayCon:
· User Cards: they are not permitted to enter the menu structure
· System Cards: cards to configure or administer the PayCon
Level

Intended for

User

All normal users if the sy stem

Read Only

Administration Personnel, entitled to register counters

Operator

Operator or janitor, able to change prices and other setting needed f or
maintenance

Administrator

Sy stem administrator who is entitled to change sy stem settings, prices,
IP-addresses

Serv ice

Dealer who can manage multiple projects / customers

User Cards
User cards are those cards which are intended for normal users in
their day-to-day business. These cards can be used as ID-cards,
cards with an online account, or with one or more e-purses on the
card. These cards do not have any access to the PayCon menu
structure; it is not possible to change any setting with a user card.

System Cards
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For those people who need to maintain the system there are system
cards. Depending on the level of rights these cards can be divided
into multiple categories:
Read Only cards
These cards are intended for the system operator who is for example
entitled to read out the counters but is not allowed to change any
setting. The only item an operator can change when using his card
is closing a sales period.
A Read Only card is related to a service group and a project ID.
Operator cards
Operator cards are intended for the person who is maintaining the
devices that the PayCon is connected to, like the janitor. With this
card he is able to change prices and other settings needed in his
maintenance job.
Administrator cards
Administrator cards are provided to the local “system” administrator
of your PayCon solution. With an administrator card it is possible to
modify system settings like prices, IP-settings, currency settings,
product names, etc.
An Administrator card is related to a service group and a project ID.
Service cards
A Service card is only handed out to the dealer channel, after
receiving an in-depth PayCon training. With a Service card all
system settings can be altered.
A Service card is only related to a service group so it is possible to
use it for all customers.
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Copier

Since there are a wide variety of photocopiers there
is also a specific submenu to set your photocopier
type. For photocopiers the default settings in the
drop-down menu will be sufficient, although it is
also possible to fine-tune the variety of settings
with the extra sub menu options listed in this
menu.

Copier Interface Configuration
At the time of this release the PayCon supports approx. 1.500
different photocopiers.
For most of these photocopiers the PayCon can
use a small set of predefined settings.
Other photocopiers have their own specific settings,
or use the basic settings with some copier specific
modifications.
The predefined settings are set in “interface” in the
copier menu in the PayCon.
In Appendix IV on page 20 we will describe the
functionality of some of the most fundamental
interfaces.
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Product Basics
Unlike in the previous PayCon generation, the PayCon-2 has a fixed
scheme for addressing the products. Products have to be addressed
as follows:
COPY PRODUCTS
Number

PRINT PRODUCTS
Product

Number

Product

0

A4 b&w

1000

A4 b&w

1

A3 b&w

1001

A3 b&w

2

A4 colour

1002

A4 colour

3

A3 colour

1003

A3 colour

4

A4 b&w duplex

1004

A4 b&w duplex

5

A3 b&w duplex

1005

A3 b&w duplex

6

A4 colour duplex

1006

A4 colour duplex

7

A3 colour duplex

1007

A3 colour duplex

SCAN PRODUCTS
Number

FAX PRODUCTS
Product

Number

Product

2000

A4 b&w

3000

A4 b&w

2001

A3 b&w

3001

A3 b&w

2002

A4 colour

3008

Start tarif f

2003

A3 colour

Not all multifunctions support all products. These products can
only be differentiated if the copier gives the according information to
the PayCon system attached.
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How to add a product?
Enter the menu as described in the Introduction chapter of this
manual with your Administrator or Service card. Take the following
steps to add a new product:
1

The product ID (this is depending on the application), and
the short name. See 'Product Basics).

2

The product's short name, this name will be used on the
display .

3

The product's f ull name, this name will be used in Inepro
Back Of f ice sof tware and printed on receipts (both
optional).

4

The product price.

5

The product's VAT, this is not required.

6

The content v alue is used f or products like 'Time', in which
case y ou could buy 5 min. The content v alue will then be
'5' By def ault it is '1'.

7

Delete the product f rom the Pay Con.

Now the product is completely stored in the PayCon. It is always
possible to change the name, price, VAT, etc. It is not possible to
change the ID, in that case you should delete the current product
and create it again with a new ID.
Leave the menu by pressing
[Stop] several times until you see
the 'Welcome Payment please' message on your display.
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How to edit the product properties?
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To edit the product properties, like the product price, enter the menu
as described in the Introduction chapter of this manual with your
Administrator or Service card. Take the following steps to select a
product.
Go to a specific product in the product menu:
1

Product Identif ication

2

This name will be used on the Pay Con display .

3

This name will be used in Inepro Back Of f ice Suite sof tware and
printed on receipts (both optional).

4

The price.

5

The VAT.

6

The content v alue is used f or products like 'Time', in which case
y ou could buy 5 min. The content v alue will then be '5' By
def ault it is '1' because by def ault 1 product is sold.

7

Delete the product f rom the Pay Con.

You would get to see the product list (left column), if you would
choose a product like '1: A3 b/w', you would get the product details
(right column)
Product List

Product Details

add product

1: A3 b/w

0: A4 b/w

short name

1: A3 b/w

f ull name

2: A4 colour

price

3: A3 colour

VAT

1

contents
delete

Leave the menu by pressing
[Stop] several times until you see
the 'Welcome Payment please' message on your display.
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How to change the connected copier
type?
For changing the copier type you need the correct cables and
settings first. To install the cabling refer to the installation manual if
available. For the connections on the PayCon refer to the appendix
with the connection overview.
To set up the special settings enter the menu as
described in the Introduction chapter of this manual
with your Service card and go to the copier
submenu.
Create the appropriate settings; this depends on
the type of copier. Please refer to the partner zone
of the Inepro web site for the most actual
information regarding copier settings.
In Appendix IV 20 we will describe the functionality
of some of the most fundamental interfaces.
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Appendix III
Standard Base Cables
The PayCon or PayMatic can be equipped with one of the following
base cables. For specific type of copiers (for example those with
some kind of serial communication) it might be that a dedicated
cable is needed that eliminates the need of one of the base cables.

Inepro standard 14-pins cable (MOLEX)
Pin layout
14-pins
Print
Colour of the Polarity Signal
connector connector
lead
name
1
J18 / 1
White
+
ready
input
2
J18 / 2
Brown
3
J18 / 3
Green
+
size0
input
4
J18 / 4
Y ellow
5
J18 / 5
Grey
+
size1
input
6
J18 / 6
Orange
7
J18 / 7
Blue
+
size2
input
8
J18 / 8
Red
9
10
11

J18 / 9
J18 / 10
J16 / 1

Black
Violet
Brown/Black

12

J16 / 2

Red /Black

13

J16 / 3

Orange/Black

14

J16 / 4

Y ellow/Black

+
-

size3
input

Observ ations
Opto-coupler
input
Opto-coupler
input
Opto-coupler
input
Opto-coupler
input
Opto-coupler
input

output 0 Relay output
Neutral

output 1 Relay output
Neutral
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Connection to the PayCon
4-pins 'COPY OUT' connector

10-pins 'COPY IN' connector

1. Connect the large 10-pin connector to “COPY_IN”
2. Connect the 4-pin connector to “COPY_OUT”
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Connection sheet for positive and negative input
signals
The power supply of the input signals needs to be minimum 5V DC
and maximum 30V DC. The inputs are separated by of galvanization
by means of an opto-coupler in order to avoid any risk of damage to
the electronics of the copier.
Releasing / enable contact (not reflected on picture) is a neutral
relay contact.
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Inepro standard 4-pins cable (AMP)
Pin layout
4-pins
connector

Print
connector

Colour of
the lead

Polarity

1

J16 / 1

Green

2

J16 / 2

Y ellow

3

J18 / 1

White

+

4

J18 / 2

Brown

-

Signal
name

Observations

output 0

Relay output
Neutral

ready
input

Opto-coupler
input

Connection to the PayCon
Just like above, connect the large 10-pin connector to “COPY_IN”
and connect the 4-pin connector to “COPY_OUT”.
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Appendix IV
Basic Copier Interfaces
The Binary Mode
Using the interface “Binary” a maximum of 8 prices can be
calculated.
Recognising and settling the paper format
Recognising the paper format is effected by activating one or size
inputs. During the activated size input(s), the ready input has to
generate a pulse. By activating one or various size inputs, price
differences can be set. In case no price line is activated, the price
set in product 0 will be settled.
Ready

Size 0

Size 1

Size 2

Pulse
Pulse

Activ e

1
Activ e

Activ e

Pulse

Activ e

3
Activ e

4

Activ e

5

Activ e

Activ e

6

Activ e

Activ e

7

Activ e

Pulse

2

Activ e

Pulse
Pulse

Price
0

Pulse
Pulse

Size 3

Functioning of the input / output signals
In the following example, an A3 colour situation is represented.
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Counter pulse
Connection A3 (size 0 input)
Connection colour (size 1 input)
Releasing copier (output 0)
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The Level Mode
Using the interface “Level” a maximum of 5 prices can be calculated.
Recognising and settling the paper format
Recognising the paper format is effected by activating maximum one
size inputs. During the activated size input, the ready input has to
generate a pulse. By activating various size inputs, price differences
can be set. In case no price line is activated, the price set in product
0 will be settled.
Ready

Size 0

Size 1

Size 2

Size 3

Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse

Price
0

Activ e

1
Activ e

2
Activ e

3
Activ e

4

Functioning of the input / output signals
In the following example, an A3 situation is reflected. For instance,
in case the A4 colour detection is activated at another size input
(size 1), the result is similar but a different price selection is used.
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Counter pulse (ready input)
Connection A3 (size 0 input)

Releasing copier (output 0)
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The Pulse Mode
Using the interface “Pulse” a maximum of 5 prices can be
calculated.
Calculating the paper format
The paper format can be calculated in this mode by generating a
"counter pulse" at one of the 5 available inputs. Each counter pulse
has to correspond to a different paper format. To settle the prices,
the size inputs function in the same way as the ready input. To
settle a maximum of 5 prices, each input has to be activated
separately by a pulse.
Ready

Size 0

Size 1

Size 2

Size 3

Pulse

Price
0

Pulse

1
Pulse

2
Pulse

3
Pulse

4

Functioning of the input / output signals
The following example is applicable for each situation. In case a
pulse, e.g. A4 colour detection, is generated at another size input
(size 1), the result is similar but a different price selection will be
used.
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Counter pulse (ready and size)

Releasing copier (output 0)
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The Double Click Mode
Using the interface “Double click” a maximum of 4 prices can be
calculated.
Calculating an A3 or A4 copy.
In this mode, the paper format is recognised by means of a single or
a double "counter" pulse. A single counter pulse is used for a price
set in the register of product “0”, a double counter pulse is used for
the price set in the register of product “1.
The length of a double counter pulse is to be set as a variable
value. Its value has to be set as accurate as possible. Consult the
menu item "double click delay" in Service copy for more details on
the setting.
Calculating a colour copy.
In case of a colour copier, a colour copy can be recognised.
Recognising a colour copy is effected by activating maximum one
size input. During the activated size input, one or two pulses have to
be generated at the ready input.
Ready

Size 0

Size 1

Price

Pulse

0

2 x pulse

1

Pulse
2 x pulse

Activ e

2
3

Functioning of the input / output signals.
The following example reflects an A3 colour situation.
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Counter pulse (ready input)

Connection colour (size 1 input)
Releasing copier (output 0)
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